








Mindful Tasting
We often rush to eat our food as soon as we see it in front of us. What if we took an
extra couple of seconds to be mindful of what we see, taste, and smell? As you try one
of the new spinach recipes, try this mindfulness practice:

● Pause before beginning your meal. Look at each item on your plate and notice
the colors, textures, shapes, and arrangements.

● Take a moment to offer gratitude for where your food came from. Thank the
animals, plants, and people who helped bring you the food that is on your plate.

● Inhale the fragrance of your food. What do you notice?
● Take a small bite. Roll the food around in your mouth. What do you notice?

Health and Wellness
Ages 4-7

Let’s start at the top of our bodies where our brains are located.

Can you touch the top of your head? Let’s discover how spinach

helps our brain. The vitality in spectacular spinach helps you to

learn all of your school lessons, remember stories, and learn how

to play games!  Can you imagine forgetting how to throw a ball?  Spinach gives your

brain energy so you can think when you learn and be active as you play outside or do

your favorite activity.  Thanks, Spinach!

Do you have a heart? Well where is it?  That’s right, we all have hearts. Can you

feel it beating when you place your hands over your chest? Our hearts allow us to run

really fast, jump really high, and even to feel love for one another. Spinach helps our

heart because it gives us energy so that we can play, laugh, and love. Thanks, Spinach!

Do you have lungs?  Well where are they?  That’s right, we all have lungs.  Can

you fill up your lungs like big sacks of air and inflate them like balloons as you breathe

in?  Can you deflate them like popped balloons as you breathe out?  But how can



spinach help us do THAT — to breathe? Spinach doesn't breathe for us but spinach

does have special little rocks in it called minerals.  You all remember learning about

minerals in our maple lesson, don't you? One of its minerals is called iron that helps our

lungs. Thanks Spinach!

What about our bones? Do you have any? That’s right, we all have bones. Can

you feel the bones in your leg? Do they bend?  Our bones help keep us from falling

over and being squishy like an octopus. They are like the beams in your house, holding

the walls together and the roof up.  We can keep our bones strong by eating

bone-strengthening foods, such as milk, cheese, nuts, bone broth and, you guessed it

— spinach! But how does spinach do that? It does that with the help of another special

rock called a mineral, and this one's name is Calcium! How many of you have visited

the beach before? The seashells you find in the sand are like calcium-rich bones that

protect the soft bodies of shellfish.  Thanks, Spinach!

What about your stomach? Do you have one? Well where is it? Our stomach is

above our belly button. That’s right, we all have stomachs. When you eat spinach, it

moves down into your stomach.  Its fiber makes you feel full.  Then your stomach

shakes spinach all around until it is super small and slimy and gives you energy to run,

to climb, to play.

Well what happens to spinach after that?  Where does it go?  It goes below our

belly button, into our intestines.  Can you say intestines?  Our intestines are connected

to our stomach like a long swirly slide like you may see at the playground. Similar to

how you go down the swirly slide, the spinach swirls down our swirly long intestines,

has a meal in the intestine smoothie bar, and goes to school.  The fiber in spinach helps

feed our intestines and teaches our body how to be healthy. That is so spectacular!

Ages 8-12

There are many different parts of our bodies. Can you name a few?

What do they do? You might be surprised to learn that many of



your body parts can be made strong by spinach! Spectacular, right? Spectacular

Spinach...a tongue twister if you say it three times fast!! Spinach gets an exciting green

color from the pigment that all plants have. Do any of you know what the scientific

name for this green color is?  It is called chlorophyll. This green color, believe it or not,

has a special ability that helps it collect the sun's energy and turn it into food for the

plants. So not only does spinach provide food for us humans, but also for plants.

Spectacular!

You might recognize spinach as the magical vegetable that made an imaginary

TV character super strong just by eating spectacular spinach. What an exciting thing

that would be, to have such strength! Well, spinach may not be the magical superfood

like the old TV show pretends, yet it is still a tasty and nutritious food that helps us

build strong bodies. Spectacular spinach helps different parts of our bodies in many

different ways!

Spinach originated in Asia, which you will learn more about in the Cultural

Background Section of this lesson. It had a long journey to become the staple American

food it is today. We can be thankful that others knew spinach to be so spectacular that

they brought spinach to the USA to help different parts of our bodies in so many

different ways.

Let’s begin at the top of our body’s, where we can find our brains. Who knows

what a brain does?  That’s right, our brains are what allow us to think, react, and

remember all the information we learn in school. The bones that make up our skull

surround our brains and act like a shield to protect us so we can continue to think,

react, and learn. Can you imagine forgetting how to kick your soccer ball or ride your

bike? Spinach also gives your brain and body energy so you can stay alert in your

classes to learn and energy to play outside or your favorite activity.

Who knows what a heart does? That’s right, our hearts move blood through our

bodies. Can you feel it beating when you place your hands over your chest? Our hearts

allow us to run really fast, jump really high, and keep oxygen flowing through our



body. Spinach helps our heart because it gives us energy! It keeps our heart beating so

that we can play, laugh and love.

What do our lungs do? That’s right, our lungs help us breathe! Our lungs are big

sacks of air in our chests that we inflate like balloons when we breathe in and deflate

when we breathe out. Take a deep breath. Can you feel your lungs inflating from your

belly up to your chest?  But how can spinach help us do THAT; to breathe? Spinach

doesn't breathe for us! But spinach does contain the mineral iron. Do you all remember

learning about minerals in our winter maple syrup lesson? Iron is a very special

mineral.  Iron in our blood is what travels to our lungs, gathers the oxygen from the air

we breathe in, and brings it to the rest of your body. Every cell in your body needs

oxygen to function, so the iron in blood is essential to your continuing vitality. Blood

travels throughout our bodies along little blood highways that are big and small, long

and short, and they travel through your whole body like tree roots move through the

soil. And the iron in spinach is one of the ways we keep our blood levels healthy so

that our bodies function properly.

If you don't have enough iron, then you may feel weak and tired. However, with

the right amount, iron helps make you feel strong so you have enough energy to give

difficult tasks your full effort. There are two types of iron. One is really good at the job.

We will call this the gold medal iron. And the other type of iron is only okay at the job,

which we will call the bronze medal iron. The gold iron that helps your body the most

comes from the gifts of animals such as meat, eggs, and dairy, whereas the bronze iron

comes from the gifts in plants! It is okay to prefer plant foods over animal foods

because you can still receive iron by eating foods like cashews, pumpkin seeds, dark

chocolate, and of course spectacular spinach.

What is the purpose of our bones? Bones are what give our bodies structure.

What do our bones do? Bones keep us from falling over and being squishy like an

octopus. They are like the beams in your house, holding the walls together and the roof

up. Imagine a skeleton, like the one you may see around Halloween time. That is what

we look like under all of our skin, muscle, fat, and tissues. Our bones act like a shield



for our organs protecting our lungs and heart. Your bones make up your skeleton and

act like a shield to protect the organs inside. We can keep our bones strong by eating

bone-strengthening foods, such as milk, cheese, nuts, bone broth and, you guessed it

— spectacular spinach! But how does spinach help keep our bones strong? It does it

with the help of another mineral, and this one's name is calcium. Our bones are made

up in a large part by calcium. You could even say it is one of the building blocks of our

bodies! You have probably seen lots of calcium while walking along a beach. Seashells

are calcium-rich bones that protect the soft bodies of shellfish.  And in the rolling green

fields, dandelions act like miners in our lawn.  The dandelion roots carry up the mineral

calcium to help the other plants grow strong too.

Last but not least is your stomach. What does your stomach do? Our stomach

helps digest the foods we eat. When you eat food, it travels down your esophagus into

the acidic fluid of your stomach called chyme where the muscles of the organ will mix

and mash the food, making it easier to absorb. Well what happens when we eat

spinach? Spinach has lots of fiber, which we get from plants. It has the very important

job of helping us feel full and moving our food through our digestive system, increasing

vitality in our gut microbiome. Our intestines are below our belly button and connected

to our stomach like a long swirly slide

where the spinach we eat and other

foods swirl down our long digestive

tract. The fiber found in spinach helps

feed the good bacteria in our gut,

teaching our digestive system how to be

healthy. The good bacteria in our gut is

like the soil in our forests. There are

nutrients and bacteria located there that

work together symbiotically to create

healthy soil for plants to thrive.

Symbiotically — that is a big word, isn’t it? Have any of you heard of this big word

before? Symbiotic is when two different organisms work together to create a



relationship. Similar to how our forests work as one ecosystem , the organisms in your

gut work together with spinach in helpful ways, by feeding and communicating to each

other to form a relationship that creates a healthy digestive system.

Ages Teen to Adult
There are many different parts of our bodies made strong by

spinach! Spectacular, right?  Spinach gets an exciting green color

from the pigment that all plants have called chlorophyll. It is what

collects the sun's energy and turns it into food for the plants called

glucose. So not only does spinach provide food for us humans, but

also for plants. Spectacular!

First originating in Asia, which you will learn more about in the Cultural

Background section of this lesson, spinach has had a long journey to become the staple

of American food it is today. With a broad range of vitamins, minerals, and antioxidants

it has various health-giving properties. Have you heard of the term antioxidant before?

The antioxidants found in spinach are the focus of a lot of research. But wait a minute?

These “anti” words are kind of confusing, aren’t they? “Anti” makes us believe that

something is bad or harmful to us but really it means the opposite. It is thought that

antioxidants help to reduce unwanted inflammation by capturing what are called free

radicals in our bodies that can damage our cells and cause disease. Think of free

radicals in our bodies as unwanted visitors. If we have an intruder in our home, then we

are going to want to get rid of them to keep us safe. This is the same as the role of

antioxidants that remove “intruders” from our bodies to keep us safe, happy, and

healthy. Antioxidants protect us from inflammation and spectacular spinach helps

different parts of our bodies in different ways!

Spinach helps to keep your brain strong and healthy so that you can keep your

memory retention strong. Our brains are where we store our “muscle memory” for

sports and activities!  Can you imagine forgetting how to ride a bike or drive your car?

What are some other leafy greens that you know of? Yes, kale and collard greens are



other great examples of foods that provide us with nutrients and minerals that offer us

wellness and vitality in many ways. Potassium, a mineral, and folate, a vitamin, can be

found in spinach and are great for improving neurodevelopment. Their job is to help

ensure that our brains and body are growing properly. Did you know that our brains are

not fully developed until about the age of 25? Wow! So it is important to consume

foods like spinach that contain potassium and folate to help our brains fully mature.

Further, research has shown that increased consumption of folate helps slow the

progression of neurological (a.k.a. our nervous system) diseases like Alzheimer’s and

improving long-term cognitive capacity as we grow older. Knowing this kind of

information is important for preventative care. Our bodies will thank us for taking care

of them now.

What else is connected to our brains and sends visual information to it? Our

eyes! Vitamin A can be found in foods such as spinach, carrots, and sweet potatoes.

This vitamin is important in preserving the health of our eyes. As we age, it is possible

that the quality of your eyesight may decrease. Again, consuming foods rich in vitamin

A is preventive care that our older bodies will thank us for later on.

Our hearts receive the blood that pumps through our bodies. Our hearts allow

us to function every day doing simple tasks like sitting as you are right now, walking

your dog or running around with your friends or your children. How do our hearts do all

this? The blood pumping and racing around carries oxygen throughout our bodies. And

how do we receive oxygen? With our lungs! Spinach doesn't breathe for us, but

spinach contains the mineral iron that we need to make our blood.  The blood that is

carried from our heart and around our bodies. Our blood also travels to our lungs. It

captures the oxygen from the air we breathe in and distributes it to the rest of our

body. Every cell in our body needs oxygen to function, so the iron in blood is absolutely

vital to our continuing vitality. Blood travels through the arteries, veins, and capillaries

that extend throughout our bodies. These little blood highways are big and small, long

and short, and they travel through your whole body like tree roots through the soil. The

iron in spinach is one of the ways we keep our blood levels healthy so that our bodies



function properly. Iron is essential for blood production. Did you know that 70% of your

iron is found in the red blood cells? This is called hemoglobin, which is essential for

transferring oxygen to your lungs. If you don't have enough iron, you won't have energy

to give difficult tasks your full effort.  And if you don’t have enough iron, then you won’t

have enough blood and you might become anemic, often leading to weakness and

fatigue.

There are two types of iron. One that is really good at its job is called heme iron.

The other which is not so good at its job is called non-heme iron. Heme iron helps your

body the most because it is absorbed more easily into the body and comes from animal

foods such as meat, eggs, and dairy, whereas non-heme iron, derived from plant foods,

does not absorb into the body as efficiently.  You can supplement your diet to balance

your iron levels when consuming non-heme iron by consuming vitamin C rich foods.

Vitamin C has the ability to “capture” iron and store it in a form that is more easily

absorbed by the body. Foods that contain vitamin C that you can incorporate into your

diet with spinach include bell peppers, melon, oranges, and strawberries.

We know that bones give our bodies structure and support and act like a shield

that protects the vulnerable organs inside our rib cage. Your bones grow a lot during

your teen years!!  You can support your bones by eating calcium-rich

bone-strengthening foods, such as milk, cheese, nuts, bone broth, and spectacular

spinach.  Our bones are made up in large part by calcium. It is one of the major building

blocks of our bodies! As we age, the strength in our bones can decline. Apply

preventative care and make sure that you are eating enough calcium-rich foods like

spectacular spinach!

We can be cautious about eating calcium and iron all at once. These minerals

when eaten together compete with each other for absorption sites. If you want ample

blood and strong bones, you might want to eat iron one day and calcium the next. But

if you want to give either one a leg up, you can eat it with a certain vitamin. If you eat

vitamin C rich foods such as citrus with your iron, iron will absorb more efficiently than

calcium. And if you eat vitamin D foods that are rich with calcium, the calcium will



absorb more efficiently than iron. Calcium and iron are like cats and dogs, they don't

like each other, but if you keep them separate, they can live happily together.

Last but not least is the task of your stomach. When you eat food, it travels

down your esophagus into the acidic fluid of your stomach called chyme where the

muscles of the stomach organ mixes and mashes the food, breaking it down to make it

easier to absorb.  Spinach has lots of plant fiber. Have any of you heard of fiber before?

Do you know what fiber is? Fiber is a carbohydrate that cannot be broken down into

simple sugars. So what does that mean? When your body eats a carbohydrate-rich

meal, it breaks it down into smaller molecules so it is easier to digest and use for

energy. Fiber cannot be broken down, so instead it passes through the body

undigested. This helps to regulate our digestive system because, yes, we all poop! One

of the other spectacular things about fiber is that it helps in regulating blood sugar

levels. Do any of you have diabetes or maybe know somebody who does? Fiber takes

longer to digest and make its way from the stomach to the intestines, so it makes you

feel full longer and keeps your blood sugar in check. Our gut microbiome is like the soil

in our forests. There are nutrients and bacteria located there that work together

symbiotically to create a healthy soil for plants to thrive. What does symbiotically

mean? Symbiotic means two different organisms are working together to create a

beneficial relationship. The different organisms in your gut work together in this way to

form a relationship that creates a healthy digestive system.

ACTIVITY: Spectacular Spinach - “A Food For All Parts of the Body”

Introduction:

We have just covered how spectacular spinach is a hero to our bodies helping us in

many different ways. Now that we have covered all the important and amazing

systems of the human body that spinach impacts, let’s see how you can connect the

relationships between our body systems and the different nutrients that spinach

provides.



Directions for Educators:

Provide students with the body systems diagram below and use the questions below

as a guide to engage your students in thinking about the nutrients in spinach.

Some questions to consider throughout this activity to ask younger learners:
1. If you could see inside your body, you would see something that looks like the

pictures here. Do you remember when we talked about the ways that spinach
helps our whole body? Let’s try to name the part of our body in each image here.

2. Let’s think about the digestive system, the area below your belly button. Why
might the nutrients in spinach be important here?

3. What about our skeletal system? How does eating spinach impact our bones?
4. How does eating spinach impact our hearts?
5. How does eating spinach impact our brains?
6. How did you decide what system each organ was a part of?
7. Do you think each organ plays an equally important role in the body system?

Why or why not?
8. What surprised you?
9. What do you want to learn more about?

Answer key for younger learners:
1. Bones, brain, heart, lungs, stomach and digestive system, muscles.
2. Fiber, which helps support our digestive system, makes us feel full, and helps us

poop.



3. Calcium helps keep our bones strong; consuming foods rich in calcium like
spinach helps us participate in our favorite activities — running, dancing,
jumping, soccer.

4. Iron helps move our blood through our hearts and helps us breathe; iron gives
us energy to perform our favorite activities; iron-rich foods help keep our blood
healthy.

5. Spinach helps with our memory. It reminds us how to ride our bike or throw a
ball and helps us focus on what we are learning in school and remember what
we are learning and reading.

*Questions 6-9 will have various acceptable answers that will be based on students’
responses.

Directions for Older Learners:
Provide students with the body systems diagram and with the chart of corresponding
systems. The goal is to connect the relationships between body parts and where they
are in the system to the different nutrients that spinach provides.

Skeletal System Bones

Nervous System Brain & Nerves

Cardiovascular System Heart, Veins, Arteries, Capillaries,

Pulmonary System Nose & Lungs

Digestive System Mouth, Stomach, Intestines

Muscular System Muscles



To incorporate more of a challenge for older learners, the activity can include these
variations:

1. Have each group think about the aspects of spinach they just learned about in
the lesson and have them identify what systems are impacted by the nutrients
in it, e.g., what does fiber, iron, and calcium impact?

2. Have students map the flow of oxygen or iron throughout the body in the
cardiovascular system.

3. Ask if they can identify two or three ways spinach is spectacular for the gut
microbiome.

Answer key for older learners:
1. Fiber impacts the digestive system; calcium impacts our skeletal system; iron

impacts our blood production, heart, and energy levels; vitamin A helps keep
eyes healthy; potassium and folate help brain development; vitamin C helps iron
absorption.

2. Iron helps produce our blood and our blood helps carry oxygen to our lungs,
which ultimately helps us breathe.

3. Fiber helps feed the good bacteria in the digestive system, creating a symbiotic
relationship similar to that of the soil in our ecosystems; fiber in spinach can help
us feel full, which can help regulate blood sugar levels and help us poop!







Digging Deeper: Food Accessibility

Ages 4-12
Have you ever reached into your favorite chip bag and realized

that there were no chips left? You start to get this feeling and

think, “Oh no, I wish there were more chips since they taste so

good and they are my favorite snack.” This is a common

experience among all of us, but for some people this is an

experience they have every day for more than just wanting to eat more of their favorite

snack. Some people may experience this feeling of wishing they had more for all three

meals of the day: breakfast, lunch, and dinner. This is called hunger and food insecurity.

People who we may not know but who are close to us in our community experience this

problem. So, how can we help our neighbors? We can take part in activities called

gleaning at our local farms. Gleaning is an activity where you can harvest leftover crops

on farms after the majority of the crops have already been harvested for market. Not

only is this a great way to provide more food access to people who may be struggling,

but it also helps prevent food waste and therefore helps alleviate hunger. These are all

common themes that we have discussed in Farm to School lessons already. We can all

volunteer to help harvest leftover crops and take what we harvest to local food shelves

as a donation. Food shelves are wonderful resources for people who may be struggling

with food access, and what a great way for them to access locally grown produce that

was harvested by you. We can all make an impact in helping our neighbors by working

together and taking small steps for big changes!

Ages Teen to Adult
Have you ever taken that last bite of your energy bar and realized

there wasn’t another bite left under that wrapper?  You start to

think, “Oh no, I wish there was one more bite.”  This is a common

experience among all of us, yet many people may experience this



feeling all three meals of the day. Access to food and food insecurity looks different for

everybody and unfortunately there are many people in our country who struggle with

food insecurity. In 2019, it was found that 89.5% of U.S. households were food insecure.

Now, what does food insecurity mean? The U.S. Department of Agriculture defines food

insecurity as “the lack of consistent access to food for an active, healthy life.” Food

insecurity impacts every community in the U.S. However, low-income families are

affected the most. They not only face poor access to food, but they also face issues such

as a lack of affordable housing, social isolation, acute or chronic health problems, high

medical costs, and low wages. All of these fall into what is called the social

determinants of health. These are defined as “conditions in the environment in which

people are born, live, learn, work, play, worship and age that affect a wide range of

health, functioning and quality-of-life outcomes and risks.” People in our community

experience this problem. Can you make a list of ideas that might be solutions to support

our neighbors for better food access, especially those who may have a low income?

Did you suggest you can volunteer to help harvest leftover crops and take what
you harvest and donate it to local food shelves? That’s called gleaning!  Gleaning is
often a local event now taking place in communities with farms in Vermont. Gleaning is
the act of harvesting leftover crops on farms after they have been commercially
harvested. Not only is this a great way to provide more food access to people who may
be struggling, but it also helps prevent food waste and can alleviate hunger.  Food
shelves are wonderful resources for people who may be struggling with food access,
and what a great way for them to receive fresh locally grown produce that was
harvested by you. As spectacular as spinach is, which you have learned about in this
lesson, it can even be harvested in two seasons out of the year. Spinach can be
harvested in the spring and in the fall, which doubles its abundance! So if you were to
participate in gleaning in either of these seasons, you may be able to donate and share
leftovers from the spinach harvest to your neighbors. Spectacular!

A local Vermont farm called Salvation Farms located in Morristown created
what is called the Vermont Gleaning Collective. This organization’s mission is to work
together to glean as a way of supporting farmers, residents, and the food system. Visit
the link below to learn more. We can all make an impact in helping our neighbors by



working together and taking small steps for big changes!
https://www.salvationfarms.org/

https://www.salvationfarms.org/
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